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In a recent article by Harold M. Edwards, we are exhorted to "read the masters!" [2]. While we 
can all agree that in general this is good advice, we may still be reluctant to go to Newton's 
Principia in search of a lucid treatment of the calculus or to Gauss' Disquisitiones Arithmeticae for 
an account of some famous theorems of number theory and how they came to be proved. One 
need have no such reluctance, however, about reading Euler. Among the masters he stands out for 
the clarity of his writing, his willingness to show how he came to his discoveries, and his open 
admission of failure to prove a conjecture for which he had convincing evidence. George P6lya 
sums it up when he writes (italics ours): 

A master of inductive research in mathematics, he [Euler] made important discoveries (on 
infinite series, in the Theory of Numbers, and in other branches of mathematics) by induction, 
that is, by observation, daring guess, and shrewd verification. In this respect, however, Euler is 
not unique; other mathematicians, great and small, used induction extensively in their work. 

Yet Euler seems to me almost unique in one respect: he takes pains to present the relevant 
inductive evidence carefully, in detail, in good order. He presents it convincingly but honestly, 
as a genuine scientist should do. His presentation is " the candid exposition of the ideas that led 
him to those discoveries" and has a distinctive charm. Naturally enough, as any other author, 
he tries to impress his readers, but, as a really good author, he tries to impress his readers only 
by such things as have genuinely impressed himself [10, p. 90]. 

Even among his contemporaries, Euler was known as someone whose writings were particularly 
clear and elegant. Nicholas Fuss, his assistant in St. Petersburg and a fellow citizen of Basel, wrote 
in his eulogy on the death of Euler in 1783 [7, p. 14] about the clarity of his ideas, the precision in 
their statement and the order in which they were arranged. The son of Nicholas Fuss, Paul- 
Heinrich Fuss, in his preface to the collection of letters he edited in 1843 [7, p. xli] wrote of Euler's 
"remarkably simple and lucid exposition of his profound research and his skillful choice of 
examples." 
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Euler's career did not involve the teaching that many mathematicians have done routinely over 
the years, since he spent his professional life at the Imperial Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg 
and the Royal Society of Sciences in Berlin. He nevertheless seems to have had remarkable success 
at teaching on those occasions when he took on students. N. Fuss tells the story of the young 
tailor's apprentice Euler brought back to St. Petersburg with him from Berlin in the role of a 
domestic servant and "who had no smattering of mathematics" but who was the writer to whom 
Euler dictated his textbook Vollstandige Anleitung der Algebra, "as generally admired for the 
circumstances in which it was composed as for the supreme degree of clarity and of method that 
prevails throughout. The creative spirit reveals itself even in this purely elementary work" [7, p. 
50]. Du Pasquier tells that Euler's son, Johann Albrecht Euler, claimed that by having the text of 
the algebra dictated to the young servant the boy "became capable of solving by himself even 
difficult algebraic problems, without need of any help!" [9, p. 113]. The translator of the algebra 
text into English wrote that 

Here, all is luminous, easy, and obvious. In giving the most difficult demonstrations, and in 
illustrating the most abstruse subjects, the different steps of the rationale are so many axioms; 
and it was Euler's great talent to render their order and dependence, in their progress through 
the mind, clear and evident to the meanest capacity [3, pp. v-vi]. 

How could one help but learn? 
Of course, Euler wrote other texts, the well-known text on the differential calculus (Institu- 

tiones calculi differentialis) and later his three volume set on the integral calculus (Institutiones 
calculi integralis). These classics set the topics for calculus texts for many years and, again, are 
known for their clarity and the "choice of examples, as numerous as they are instructive" [9, p. 
114]. Perhaps his most famous teaching book is, however, the Lettres a' une Princesse d 'Allemagne. 
This book, written for the instruction of the 15 year-old future Princess of Anhalt-Dessau, took up 
topics in mechanics, astronomy, physics, optics, and acoustics "with a marvelous clarity" [9, p. 
59]. This set of volumes which appeared in 1768 in St. Petersburg was an immediate success 
throughout Europe, though it may have been written at a level quite beyond that of a 15 year-old. 
It was translated into Russian, and appeared in four editions. In Paris, in Leipzig, and in Bern, du 
Pasquier tells us, there were French editions, twelve in all. They were issued in English nine times, 
in German six times, in Dutch twice, in Swedish twice, and there were also translations into 
Italian, Danish and Spanish. The first translator of the Lettres into English, Henry Hunter, wrote 
in his preface 
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It was long a matter of surprise to me, that a work so well known, and so justly esteemed, 
over the whole European Continent, as Euler's Letters to a German Princess, should never have 
made its way into our Island, in the language of the Country. While Petersburg, Berlin, Paris, 
nay the capital of every petty German principality, was profiting by the ingenious labors of this 
amiable man, and acute philosopher, the name of Euler was a sound unknown to the ear of 
youth in the British metropolis. I was mortified to reflect that the specious and seductive 
productions of a Rousseau, and the poisonous effusions of a Voltaire, should be in the hands of 
so many young men, not to say young women, to the perversion of the understanding, and the 
corruption of the moral principle, while the simple and useful instructions of the virtuous Euler 
were hardly mentioned. 

As soon as Providence had bestowed on me the blessing of children, I felt it to be my duty 
to charge myself with their instruction. How I have succeeded it becomes not me to say: but 
every day I live, the importance of early and proper culture is more deeply impressed on my 
mind.... 

The subjects of these letters, and the author's method of treating them, seem to me much 
adapted to this purpose. With the assistance of a very moderate apparatus, they might conduct 
youth of both sexes, with equal delight and emolument, to a very competent knowledge of 
natural philosophy: very little previous elementary knowledge is necessary to a profitable 
perusal of them, and that little may be very easily acquired. 

A considerable part of our common school education, it is well known, consists of the study 
of the elegant and amusing poetical fictions of antiquity. Without meaning to decry this, may I 
not be permitted to hint, that it might be of importance frequently to recall young minds from 
an ideal world, and its ideal inhabitants, to the real world, of which they are a part, and of 
which it is a shame to be ignorant. [4; xiii-xvi] 

As in the other writings of Euler that were intended to instruct, there was much greater content 
than one often sees in textbooks, and the content of the Lettres is still being discussed today [1]. 

At least one other book of Euler's might be considered a book for instruction, the Introductio in 
analysin infinitorum (1748). Though this is not really a text, it is, nevertheless, a compilation of 
known work in analysis together with a good bit of new material supplied by Euler. It is one of 
Euler's most delightful and rewarding works, "as marvellous in its clarity of exposition as for the 
richness of its contents" [9, p. 113]. The first volume contains a lengthy discussion on the correct 
definition of a function, but much of the two-volume set is devoted to the solution of wonderful 
problems. For example, you can find here his argument that the series of the reciprocals of the 
squares of consecutive integers sums to r 2/6 and the evaluation of the zeta function for other 
even integral arguments, the introduction of the theory of partitions, and many properties of 
logarithms, exponentials and other functions that we now have come to take for granted in 
courses in classical analysis. 

What sets Euler apart from other great masters who wrote mathematics, including textbooks, 
many of whom even wrote very clearly? As P6lya has noted, part of the answer probably lies in 
Euler's approach to mathematics and the kind of mathematics that he did so well. He used a great 
deal of induction in his work, for pattern recognition and discovery of formulas were his forte. 
Unlike others-Gauss' name comes to mind-Euler did not attempt to hide the origins of his 
theorems, but, on the contrary, he went out of his way to motivate them by giving many examples. 
Polya quotes Condorcet as saying that 

He [Euler] preferred instructing his pupils to the little satisfaction of amazing them. He 
would have thought not to have done enough for science if he should have failed to add to the 
discoveries, with which he enriched science, the candid exposition of the ideas that led him to 
those discoveries [10, p. 90]. 

Euler admits to having trouble proving certain conjectures, but then proceeds to use unproved 
results, cautioning the reader that certain steps are not yet completely proved. In reading Euler we 
can see a great, creative mind at work. Further, it is encouraging to us lesser creatures to read of 
Euler's struggles to discern patterns and to prove his conjectures. His account of his discovery of 
what is now termed the pentagonal number theorem (which for years defied his attempts at proof) 
was chosen by Polya as exemplary of Euler's style of exposition. George Andrews gives a full 
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modem exposition of Euler's proof of this theorem (this Magazine, pp. 279-284); here we are 
interested in Euler's own early exposition of the result. A full account of Euler's presentation, 
taken from [4] and translated by P6lya, can be found in [10, pp. 91-98]. Here we extract a few 
sections to demonstrate Euler's style. 

In discussing the function u(n), which gives the sum of the divisors of n, he begins 

Till now the mathematicians tried in vain to discover some order in the sequence of the 
prime numbers and we have every reason to believe that there is some mystery which the 
human mind shall never penetrate. To convince oneself, one has only to glance at the tables of 
the primes, which some people took the trouble to compute beyond a hundred thousand, and 
one perceives that there is no order and no rule. This is so much more surprising as the 
arithmetic gives us definite rules with the help of which we can continue the sequence of the 
primes as far as we please, without noticing, however, the least trace of order. I am myself 
certainly far from this goal, but I just happened to discover an extremely strange law governing 
the sums of the divisors of the integers which, at the first glance, appear just as irregular as the 
sequence of the primes, and which, in a certain sense, comprise even the latter. This law, which 
I shall explain in a moment, is, in my opinion, so much more remarkable as it is of such a 
nature that we can be assured of its truth without giving it a perfect demonstration. 
Nevertheless, I shall present such evidence for it as might be regarded as almost equivalent to a 
rigorous demonstration. 

He proceeds to develop the formula, 
00 

a(n)= E(-I)j+'a(n-nj), 
j=l 

where 

n1 =j(3j?1)anda(0)=n, 

through the use of many examples and gives a heuristic argument which, unfortunately, depends 
on the infinite product formula 

00 00 

11 (1 xk)= E (_)nXn(3n+1)Z2 
k=1 n= - oo 

which he is unable to prove. But at each step he tells what led him to the next discovery and 
wonders at the beautiful patterns. He says at one point, 

The examples that I have just developed will undoubtedly dispel any qualms which we 
might have had about the truth of my formula. Now, this beautiful property of the numbers is 
so much more surprising as we do not perceive any intelligible connection between the 
structure of my formula and the nature of the divisors with the sum of which we are here 
concermed. 

Later, he writes, 

I confess that I did not hit on this discovery by mere chance, but another proposition 
opened the path to this beautiful property-another proposition of the same nature which 
must be accepted as true although I am unable to prove it. And although we consider here the 
nature of integers to which the Infinitesimal Calculus does not seem to apply, nevertheless I 
reached my conclusion by differentiations and other devices. I wish that somebody would find 
a shorter and more natural way, in which the consideration of the path that I followed might be 
of some help, perhaps. 

In reading Euler's exposition, one cannot help but agree with P6lya that from it we can learn 
"a great deal about mathematics, or the psychology of invention, or inductive reasoning" [10, p. 
99]. His techniques as well as his results are a bountiful source of ideas for modern researchers. 
Several authors in this issue of the Magazine indicate by their discussion of some aspect of Euler's 
work how his exposition is extraordinarily rich in ideas. As a final example, we note that Euler 
uses inductive reasoning similar to that described above and a daring, though incorrect, use of 
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analogy to evaluate t(2). In doing so, he seems to be talking to the reader, explaining, sometimes 
apologizing for the lack of rigor, but always giving insights into the process of discovery [6], [10, 
pp. 17-21]. A recent paper [11] focuses on Euler's method used on '(2) and shows its fruitfulness. 

George Polya has long been an advocate of Euler's style of presenting mathematics. The author wishes to thank 
Professor P6lya for his helpful suggestions in the preparation of this note. 
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Marble bust of Leonhard Euler, sculpted in 1875 by Heinrich Ruf. The original is in the lobby of the 
"Bernoullianum," today the Geographical Institute of the University of Basel. 
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